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The $1 million-dollar association CEO is no
longer a rarity in Washington, but the creative
compensation packages of some executives are
a more recent trend.
Tucked inside seven-figure salaries and
deferred compensation arrangements are thousands of dollars in bonuses and pay perks for
meeting fundraising goals, positive advocacy
efforts and other benchmarks set by the board.
Generous retirement plans that accrue over
time have also been added to the mix.
Few leaders say they were surprised by the
new heights in CEO pay, disclosed in joint
stories published by CEO Update and National
Journal in February. There are more multi-

Former NAB CEO highest paid
Eddie Fritts, who retired from NAB after
24 years, nened the highest salary of any
nonprofit CEO in 2006.
Page 5
Shea resigns from RMA
Don Shea abruptly leaves the Rubber group,
capping 11 years at the helm.
Page 5

Senior staff pay on the rise
The top tier of association staff is among the
well paid in many groups, valued for their
experience and bench-suength status. Page 6

Coalitions prepare for elections
Washington coalitions pivot with new strategies ahead of turnover on Capitol Hill. Page 8
Advancing
public affairs
Doug Pinkham, president of the Public Affairs
Council writes about the new set of challenges
that could stifle association advocacy. Page10
CEA housing perk
The Consumer ElectronicsAssociation offers
staff money to move closer to work.
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American Red Cross, New England Region
American

Stamp Dealers Assn

America SCORES New York
Assn of Public Television Stations

millionaires on the list-association

By Tavia Evans Gilchrist
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leaders

whose pay packages exceed the million-dollar
mark-than in past years.
Robert Glauber at the Financial Industry
Regulatory AUthority ranked number one on
this year's list, raking in $6.8 million, according to FINRA's 2006 tax records. Glauber
retired the same year and his pay likely included compensation, severance pay and retirement
benefits that accrued over several years.
Pamela Bailey was the highest paid woman
on this year's list, netting $1.49 million in pay
from the Personal Care Products Council.
Rounding oUt the Top 50 was Phil Boyer,
CEO of the Aircraft Owners and Pilots
Continued on page 4

Mark Golden
Nad Court Reporters Assn
Mark Golden started his
career in associationsthe way
most people do-by accident.
But his rise up the ranks
of industry groups was
more directed. After he was
asked to create a government relations program for the Telephone
Answering Service Association, he ran with
that assignment, pioneering new roles for the
organization at the Federal Communications
Commission and on Capitol Hill.
NetWorking with other leaders and volunteering on committees with the American
Society of Association Executives opened
up more doors for Golden, eventually leading to an interim CEO job at the Personal
Communications Industry Association. A year
Continued on page 3

Food Allergy and Anaphylaxis NetWork
Futurewise
Michigan Recreation and Park Assn
Military Operations Research Society
NARAL Pro-Choice Maryland
North American Carbon Capture and

StorageAssn

Planned Parenthood of Metropolitan
Washington
Rubber Manufacturers Assn

Satellite Broadcasting and
Communications Assn
Vietnam Education Foundation

CURRENTAND PROMINENT
American Academy of Actuaries
American Institute of Chemical Engineers
American Iron & Steel Institute
Assn for Corporate Growth
Chief Executives Organization
Clinical Research Forum
CompTIA
Materials Research Sociery
Nat'l Recreation and Park Assn
Nat'l Safety Council

Additional listingsare online at www.CEOupdate.com
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American Medical Student
Association
later found Golden in a permanent CEO job
at the National Court Reporters Association.
Golden's career trajectory serves as a lesson
in longevity and in public service. He's in his
10th year at NCRA, above the average tenure
of most association leaders. And he says he's
gotten the most out of working in nonprofits
by making himself available.
His advice to other professionals: serve on
committees, boards, mentor young professionals and be available to help people. And
as his career indicates, the best opportunities
can come from being in the right place at the
right time.
Golden sat down with CEO Update recently
to talk about his trek through associations,
what's wrong with the IRS and what's right
with special interest groups.
CEO Update: You have a strong reputation
in the association community from your
work with ASAE and involvement in the
Committee of 100. What goes into achieving this kind of reputation and building this
kind of career?
Mark Golden: One of the things that struck
me early in my career working in a membership organization is I found myself working
to convince the organization's membership
of the value of belonging to an association.
This started me wondering whether there was
an association that would serve a similar need
for me as a professional within the association
management field. I was in the Washington
area, where ASAE and GWSAE were based,
and I became involved for career advancement,
professional development and starting to establish a professional netWork. I was doing it for
the immediate and self-serving purposes. I was
young and inexperienced and trying to build

government relations programs, and I needed
all the ideas I could steal and all the help I
could get.
One of the ways I found to expand that
netWork was to be on committees, to volunteer
my service. I have invariably found that the
best way to get something oUt of the profession is to put yourself oUt and make yourself
available. Serve on committees, serve on
boards, be available to mentor young professionals, be available to help people.
CD: I read that you started out as a reporter
for an association, then something happened
and they needed a GR person in a pinch and
you did it.
MG: That was me. I graduated from college with degrees in theater and English and
an association was the first place I found that
would hire somebody with degrees in theater
and English; it really is the last refuge for
the well-educated generalist. I had very good
writing and communication skills, so when I
starred looking for work I starred looking for
journalism positions. While I was a very good
wrirer, I had no training in journalism, so I
discovered that J wasn't a good fit there. I was
hired by a small association, the Telephone
Answering Service Association. It had no government relations program, bUt I was hired to
write their quarterly magazine and a couple of
monthly newsletters. I started following and
reporting on events that were going on at the
Federal Communications Commission and on
CapitOl Hill. This was in the early 1980s and
the whole regulatory and legal framework for
telecommunications was aboUt to change. This
Continued on page 18
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"I have invariablyfound that the best

is to put yourself out and make yourself
available. "
- MARK GOLDEN

Psychological Association. AMSA:
703/620-6600
Association
of Virtual
Jacksonville, FL

Worlds

Dave Elchoness, previously Principal at
Elchoness Law Firm, LLC and Founder
and CEO of VR Workplace.

Center for Exhibition Industry
Research
Dallas, TX
Cathy Breden, previouslyChief Operating
Officerat International Associationof
Exhibitionsand Events and Executive
Director of IAEEServicesInc. CEIR:
972/687-9242

Common Cause Maryland
Annapolis, MD
Ryan O'Donnell, previously Deputy
Campaign Manager for State Sen. Jamie
Raskin (D-Annapolis). Common Cause
Maryland: 202/736-5797
Cutaneous
Lymphoma Foundation
Birmingham, MI
Gary H. Ross, previously Region Vice
President for the New York Metropolitan
Area at Premier Inc. CLF: 248/644-9014
Educational
Broadcasting
Corporation
New York, NY
Neal Shapiro, promoted from President,
Thirteen/WNET and WLIW21. EBC:
212/560-1313
Goodwill Industries Int'l
Bethesda, MD
Jim Gibbons, previously President and
CEO at National Industries for the Blind.
GII: 301/530-6500

Int'llnformation
Systems Security
Certification Consortium
Palm Harbor, FL
Ed Zeitler, previouslyChief Information
SecurityOfficerat VolkswagenCredit.
ISC2: 703/891-678]
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Carol Williams-Nickelson, Psy.D., previously Associate Executive Director
at American Psychological Association
of Graduate StUdents of the American

Henry H. Kessler Foundation
West Orange, NJ
Rodger DeRose,previouslyPresident
at Van Wezel Foundation. HHKF:
973/324-8362

way to get something out of the profession
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Mark Golden
(Continued from page 3)

was when AT&T was broken up, telephone
companies were deregulated and computer
communication services were first being introduced. The whole landscape had changed from
a monopoly-based, fully-regulated industry co
a broken up, deregulated industry.
The association found itself in a crisis because
of some of those changes and decided chat it
needed a government relations program. Just
from the pure luck of writing about it for cwo
years, I knew all the issues and I'd grown up in
Washingcon. That's when I first became very
active within ASAE and in particular che government relations section. I probably learned
everything I know about government relations
from a combination of their formal training and
the informal opporcunities in geccing co meet
people who were just giancs in che field.
CU: How did that philosophy help you
move up the ranks to the role here?
MG: I was the senior vice president of
government relations for a large telecommu-

And that's the way association necworks work.
My wife raises horses and chere's a joke in
the horsing community that there are only
three horses in the entire world and we all trade
chern among ourselves over time. Association
jobs, I chink, are a lot like that. Everybody
knows somebody who knows somebody.
CU: At the Personal Communications
Industry Association, you were CEO during the merger. It seemed like you ended
up playing the good soldier and realized
you wouldn't have been the CEO of the
combined group. How does an association
leader do something that may not be in the
best interest of their career, but is in the best
interest of the organization?
MG: There are relatively few times in your
career where you really have this pressed home
dramatically as it was for me during that period. Association work is excremely personally
rewarding. Ie's challenging work but rewarding
work. You're never going to be che highest

...............................................................................................................................

"Everyone of us is a bundle of special interests. I think it is
incumbent upon associations to represent their special interests
in a manner that is consistent with, and gives something back to,
the larger public good."
-

MARK

GOLDEN

...............................................................................................................................
nications association and I had decided that
I wanced co be CEO. I had been CEO for a
period during che merger of the association, so
I was looking for an organization that I could
actually lead and I was putting my feelers out.
I was oUtgoing chairman of the government relations section at ASAE and I was at
an APAC reception, which is ASAE's political action committee, and the oUtgoing chair
of APAC at that time was Brian Cartier. In
our discussions he mentioned that he just got
this great job at [the National Association
of] College Scores and would be leaving
Washingcon co go to Ohio co take over chere.
I got to talking co him about this Court
Reporters Association he had been running.
Ie curned out that somebody I was serving
with on a different committee at ASAE was
NCRA's general counsel, so I called him up.

---

paid person in the world, but I can't complain
how well the profession has provided for me.
And there are non-compensation benefits and
perks, which can make it extremely tempting
co focus on your own career to use this position explicicly as a steppingscone to the next
one. I've seen a lot of very smart, professional,
good people, who get into trouble because they
forget that it's not aboUt their career.
So you have co decide what is right for the
organization even if it's inconvenient for you
personally. When I was acting CEO, I became
exposed co both the real potential of the organization and some very serious and significant
shortcomings that had co be overcome for its
long-term sustainability. This merger opportunity arose with another group chat had commonality of interests, overlap of membership
and complimentary strengths and weaknesses.

-

--

--

What became apparent to me at che time was
if I really wanted to push it, I could probably
force a decision in which the merger wouldn't
happen and I would remain CEO. I was bright
enough and looked at things hard enough co
realize that it might have served my needs for
a period of time but it was the wrong decision
for the organization. If che organization wasn't
going co thrive and grow, what was the use of
being CEO of a flawed and potentially sinking ship? In that sense it was easy. I did what
I thought was best for the organization even
though it meant postponing my CEO aspirations. It was right for both organizations and
it created opportunities for them that neicher
would have had available to chern.
CU: We have seen a bump in large trade
groups selecting former politicians and
regulators as their new CEOs. How does this
change the way associations operate?
MG: We go through cycles. That's not co
say that a former member of Congress or a
former governor can't make a great association leader, but there's also no guarantee that
they know how co run an organization. I have
a bias toward associations run by association
professionals. There are really three themes that
struggle for preeminence within che association
field: There is the former policy-maker, the
member of Congress, the governor, che former
commissioner of a regulacory agency moving in to run the industry group chey used co
regulate or pass laws about. There is the person
who came from the profession. You see this
primarily in the medical groups, for example,
where they want a doccor. Then you have che
people like me. I'm an association hack. I have
worked for associations my entire career. I
will never be a court reporter. I could never
compete with or want to compete wich any of
my members in terms of their expertise in the
field, but I bring talent and expertise and experiences chat will make the association effective
for chern. I'm an inquisitive individual and
I find learning new things interesting. I can
learn what I need to know about court reporting or wireless companies or telephone answering services. That part can be learned and having the judgment to know when you need to
rely upon subject matter or content experts is a
judgment that can be developed. The organization has its members who are the experts in
the profession and the field. They often need
you co help them influence decision-makers,

CEC .IJIII.....
bUI Ihey always need to you run an effective
organilA1lion.In a lot of organizations where
they havl' ;\ member of the profession or a former high profile policymaker as the CEO, one
level bdow you will find somebody who has an
extremely strong association management perspectivc and background and is often in charge
of running the shop while the CEO is focused
externally.
CU: Here: at NACR, you have a nice bite
for your size, especially when it comes to
advocacy.
MG: Wc'lI never get front page of the
WashinglOnPOSIor front cover of Time magazine, but wc'rc not dealing with huge, societywide isslles. 'Tnere's a benefit to dealing with
issues that arc as vital to my profession and as
vital ro a small, but significant subset of the
population who are impacted by them but
don't get thaI kind of attention. We have
never had a legislative or regulatory issue where
we've faced really aggressive opposition. What
we're constantly fighting against is inertia. The
U.S. House of Representatives just passed our
real time writer's education bill. It has passed
the Senate tWice and it's been in the House for
three years. We have never had any opposition
on that bill. They always just ran out of time
before they got to it, because other more pressing matters came up. In that sense it can be a
little frusmning.
CD: There's been a great deal of chatter in
the association world about the impact of
the new IRS 990 form. How do you feel
about it?
MG: Where to begin? On a philosophical
basis, I think some of the changes are highly
problematic because you have the Internal
Revenue Service asking questions and collecting data on the behavior of non profits that
have nothing to do with taxation or revenue.
It's really not the IRS's role to regulate, for
example, or to influence the degree of regulation of CEO compensation. I think that is a
legitimate public policy issue, bUt no one ever
gave the IRS the aUthority to regulate thar.
How they are collecting and publishing
the information is clearly driven by assumptions about what information the public needs
to know and what compensation levels are
appropriate and it can be very misleading. In
a certain sense, I think you have a regulatory
agency that's going down a path that no one
ever gave (hem (he aurhority to

simply not true. You have charities, you have
educational organizations and you have trade
and business leagues with different practices,
behaviors and operations. I think issues like
CEO compensation are far more relevant in a
public charity that is funded by public donations than what is appropriate CEO compensation and who needs to be involved in a business league, which is funded by the dues of the
industry. I do think transparency and public
disclosure are important, so I'm not leading
the charge with the natives bearing torches,
storming Frankenstein's castle. I don't think
this is a huge disaster, bUt I do think the 990
is trying to paint too broad a brush in trying
to achieve transparency that could actually be
very misleading because of what they choose
to caprure and publicly report and how they
choose to frame it.
I think we are making some progress in
cleaning up for the worst problems with it, and
we will cheerfully and enthusiastically participate in whatever disclosures are required. BUt
I think it's a well-intentioned bUt somewhat
misguided effort.
CD: The public does tend to lump organizations together as interest groups and lobbyists. In terms of the reputation of an association leader, has the lobbying component
taken a hit since you've been CEO?
MG: It, again, goes in waves. One of the
great truisms is the things that I am interested
in are legitimate and anything anyone else is
interested in is a special interest. I'm a parent
with interests in the schools my son went to,
but organized effortS, PT As and things like

all, recognize we're all special interests. I agree
that the push to transparency helps because
once you see what is acrually going on, I think
people will be better informed. I think a lot
of the public perception is that Washington is
owned and manipulated by grotesque anomalies like Jack Abramoff. One of the great
disappointments of my life was learning that
I was probably the only guy in Washington
who actually paid for a meal at Signatures
Restaurant. How did I miss that that was
going on?
Self-regulation is also something that associations typically do and often do better than
an external regulator would. We have to be
extremely intolerant of members of our own
community who violate the norms. I think
in any trade or profession there are going to
be some bad actors who willfully or out of
ignorance abuse their positions or try to take
unfair or inappropriate advantage of access to
resources or power. Given the narure of the
work that we do as advocates, we have an especially high threshold to be sure that we don't
tolerate that. .

. Mark Golden

regulate.The

more troubling issue is that to the general
public, and unfortunately to a lot of the members of the House and Senate, nonprofits are
a single, homogenous community and that's

----

that, are not special interests, bUt somebody
is lobbying on the Hill for an investment tax
credit for alternative fuels and that's a special
interest and somehow lacks legitimacy.
Every one of us is a bundle of special interestS. I think it is incumbent upon associations
to represent their special interests in a manner
that is consistent with, and gives something
back to, the larger public good. I think that is
part of their obligation and duty, bUt it's also
in their own self-interest to do so. BUt first of

---

National Court Reporters Association
Executive Director and CEO since December 1998

Career Highlights
Personal Communications Industry Association
Senior Vice President, Industry Affairs (1996-1998)
Vice President, Industry Affairs (1994-1996)
Acting President (April-November 1994)
Vice President, Government Relations (I991-1994)
Association of T elemessaging Services International (I 979-199 1)

National Court Reporters Association
$10 million revenue
50 staff
23,000 members

8224 Old Courthouse Road
Vienna, Virginia 22182-3808
(703) 556-6272
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